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ABOUT THE DESIGNER

Hailing from Indonesia, Helsa Tanaya is a designer and illustrator currently living in 
Melbourne, Australia. She strives to create work that’s not only beautiful but also 
conceptually interesting. Her work includes editorial and advertising illustrations, 
characters / patterns design, infographics, and animations.

AWARDS

Creative Quarterly #39
Advertising category

AGDA Design Awards 2015
Digital Media category

Athens Animfest 2015
Short Film category



A series of self-initiated illustrations revolving iconic 
architectures. Buildings depicted here: Chrysler building, 
Cathedral of Brasilia, Parliament of Bangladesh, Bilbao 
Museum, Villa Savoye, London City Hall, just to name a few.

ICONIC 
ARCHITECTURES
Personal Illustration





An editorial illustration depicting the automated workflow 
in Yoox, an Italian online retailer of men’s and women’s 
multibrand clothing that revolutionise the fashion industry. 

YOOX 
Editorial illustration

A personal illustration based on one of Nautilus magazine’s 
issue which revolves around the idea of home: what home 
means to humans and society as a whole, and how the concept 
evolves as one’s identity and habit change in their lifetime.

HOME
Editorial illustration



Artwork for MIKA’s album Life in Cartoon Motion. The 
illustration depicts the various stories told in his songs and 
captures the energy conveyed in his music.

MIKA
Album packaging 



A brief infographic about what underemployment is and the 
statistic in Australia.

UNDEREMPLOY-
MENT
Motion graphic



As young education consutancy agent, Superstar Education 
knew that they need a presentation that would make them 
unique. This  animation was created to explain the range of 
services they provided and to project their friendly brand.

SUPERSTAR 
EDUCATION
Infographic



A short animation describing the services that YNJ Migration 
offers. The video is designed to appeal to the company’s target 
audience, which is mainly young international students.

YNJ MIGRATION
Motion graphic



A self-initiated illustration based on Nautilus’ article that 
discusses the reasons why people who are raised in chaotic 
environment tend to be impulsive risk takers and often adopt 
faster strategies for getting through their life.

RISK TAKING IS 
HARDWIRED 
Editorial illustration

A mock-up concept of an online feature/eBook, detailing a 
brief history of the invention of money.

INVENTION OF 
MONEY
Online storybook



A personal project in which I created a series of illustration  
emulating the struggles of graduates who are trying to 
kickstart their career and new life.

A DAY IN LIFE
Editorial illustration



Ben & Jerry’s is renowned for their policy of using cage-
free eggs in their products. To avoid negative imageries, the 
ads campaign uses humourous illustrations about chickens 
escaping from their ‘prison‘ farm.

BELIEVE IN THE 
CHICKEN DREAM
Ads campaign



Print design and floral patterns for retail 
shopping bags, homewares, and beddings.

PATTERN DESIGNS
Merchandise - packaging




